Unauthored Letters (John Sanders Book 2)

Howey Award Winner of Best Adult
Author & Best Adult BookWinner of The
Blot
Writing
ContestAllred
shows
excellent insight into the psychological
interactions of her characters in this
gripping mystery of greed and redemption.
- ForeWord Clarion ReviewsDr. John
Sanders has given Rebecca Brownell a new
chance at life. After an isolated childhood,
an
abused
adolescence,
and
an
institutionalized existence, Rebecca is
finally free to conquer her demons and
build a promising life. However, just as it
appears Rebecca has achieved her dreams,
eerily personal letters begin arriving in the
mail. Letters sent from an unidentified
source who knows far more about her past
than anyone should. Letters which question
and threaten Rebeccas sanity. Unauthored
Letters is the inspiring tale of a womans
troubled past, a mans quest to protect her,
and their fight against a mysterious foe. Its
a story of trust strained by illness, love
tried by lies, and promises terrorized by
illusive
danger._____________________________
___________________________________
_________________________________A
s a bookstore owner, this book caught me
by surprise!Reading it almost felt like a
movie to me; there is a ton of dialogue,
descriptive scenes, real (flawed) characters
and a definite time line, where the
characters move from stage to stage in their
relationships. Then, boom! Once the letters
start to arrive, the plot transforms, the
mystery deepens and the story crescendos
into a romantic suspense thriller. The
authors style is not to withhold information
to prohibit decoding the outcome,but rather
writes the characters to explore all possible
scenarios, which therefore, rules out
conceivable possibilities. A chilling
unforeseen conclusion for the reader! Its
just a fun fresh book! --Laura Lewon,
owner of The Dog-Eared Page
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